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Disclosures-Please Read: 
1-This Report has been prepared to assist the Jersey City Redevelopment Agency (JCRA) and the City of Jersey City to 
determine the most appropriate way to proceed with implementing the Canal Crossing Redevelopment Plan. This 
infrastructure financing plan (IFP) is an illustration of what could be done to provide the resources necessary to provide 
the foundation, in the form of infrastructure to make this area an urban gem. The assumptions and conditions made 
throughout this Report must be achieved for the models and results to be realized. While we have made every attempt to 
be realistic and conservative redevelopment is subject to the vagaries and volatility of the real estate and financial markets.  
2-This material is based upon work supported by the Federal Highway Administration under TDGII-P-30, Cooperative 
Agreement No. DTFH61-11-H-00009.  Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this 
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of Housing and Urban Development (Instrument No. CCPNJ0035-10).  The substance and findings of the work are 
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1-Introduction-the Infrastructure Financing Plan (IFP) 

 In January 2009 the City Council of the City of Jersey City adopted the Canal Crossing 

Redevelopment Plan (the “Redevelopment Plan”). This Redevelopment Plan specifies the 

land uses and pattern of development for a 111 acre area of Jersey City, located in the 

southeastern portion of the City. The purpose of this study and resulting report is to provide 

an Infrastructure Financing Plan (“IFP”) so that the City and its various subordinate and 

related agencies, most importantly the Jersey City Redevelopment Agency (“JCRA”), may 

begin the process of installing the necessary infrastructure to support the development 

envisioned in the Redevelopment Plan. An important part of this process is the remediation 

of environmental contamination in the area, especially at the PPG Industries site located 

along the eastern section of Garfield Avenue between Carteret Avenue and the New Jersey 

Transit rail line. 

An Infrastructure Financing Plan focuses on matching the land economics with the 

land uses called for in the Redevelopment Plan, and from this exercise developing a financing 

structure by which to guide the development of the Redevelopment Plan area. Without such 

a guide, or plan, enabling the project to be financed, the land uses incorporated in a 

redevelopment plan may never be achieved. Indeed, many redevelopment plans are modified 

after the land uses are specified in an adopted plan because the economic realities do not 

allow for the prescribed uses to be installed.1  

Land economics is a branch of the economics field which focuses on the use of land 

and the role of land in economics. This Report discusses and analyzes, the following: 

1-the development scope of the Jersey City Canal Crossing area-so as to determine a 
baseline build out capacity and a potential project value. In other words: The Project 
Economics. It is important to keep in mind that the installation of infrastructure 
enables a project and creates value. From this value, jobs and commerce are created;  
2-as an extension of Number 1 above--the economic impact of the Redevelopment 
Plan on the local economy; 
3-the impact of not doing anything to improve the area on the local economy. In other 
words: Without the redevelopment of this area the City will not be as economically 

                                       
1 We use the term “install”, or “installed”, to emphasize the point that infrastructure and other supportive 
structures, bikeways as an example, must be placed into service. The typical jargon of construct, or build, 
is also pertinent. 

http://www.wisegeek.com/what-is-economics.htm
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sound as with the area being redeveloped. This is one of the premises of the original 
Redevelopment Plan. 
 

 

Land economics often intersects with environmental economics, since land use 

practices have an impact on the health of the environment, and a large portion of land 

economics research focuses on the environmental ramifications of land use; especially the 

increased land cost attributed to environmental contamination. The Canal Crossing area has 

widespread environmental challenges which must be remediated so that the land may 

become viable (useable) once again. It is important to note that the pre-existing property 

owners are responsible for the environmental remediation of this area. 

Real estate investment (and price), as with most financial markets, tend to follow a 

pattern. This is typically referred to as the real estate cycle(s) which has become a 

cornerstone of the practice of land economics. Many theories exist about the Real Estate 

Cycle, but the one now most often referred to is named:  "The Great 18-Year Real Estate 

Cycle." Back in the 1930's a real estate economist named Homer Hoyt discovered that real 

estate prices seemed to ebb and flow on an almost perfect 18 year schedule. Hoyt's theory 

was later used and refined by now famed economist Fred E. Foldvary to predict the real 

estate crash of 2008.2 The important part of this work isn't necessarily the 18 year time 

frame, it is understanding that real estate market operates in a fairly predictable cycle that 

can be seen and taken advantage of by smart investors.3 It follows that major cities and 

cities with redevelopment aspirations should be well aware of these cycles. These cycles set 

up the argument for market demand, or conversely the lack of market demand. 

Economic investment drives the business and real estate cycle. Thus, the economy 

of significant cities or regional metropolitan areas is also driven by economic investment. 

This is the clear argument for local governments to act as a catalyst for such investment 

through favorable zoning and providing the necessary infrastructure to enable 

development (read: economic investment).  While a financial investment can include 

stocks, bonds, real estate, and mutual funds, an economic investment means an increase in 

the stock of capital goods, such as machines, buildings, and inventory; and we argue 

infrastructure- such as roads, sanitary sewers and drinking water supply, necessary to 

                                       
2 See, the Depression of 2008, Folvary, Fred E. The Guttenberg Press, 2007 (ISBN 0-9603872-0-X). 
3 We include cities and other government units as “investors” in their communities; just like a for-profit 
business entity desires to increase profitability localities desire to increase the value of their jurisdiction. 

http://www.wisegeek.com/what-is-environmental-economics.htm
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foster development.  (Education is also an economic investment, but “human capital” does 

not affect business-real estate cycles BUT does impact the economic health of a locality.)   

 

The rate of increase in economic investment falls when entrepreneurs and 

investors expect lower profits.  Pessimistic expectations are caused either by increased 

costs (such as environmental remediation) or an expected fall in overall demand.  Since 

the decline in demand occurs after a recession starts, the explanation for changing 

expectations is an increase in costs which is not matched by an increase in expected 

revenues. Thus, the equilibrium of development financing is changed when costs increase 

un-expectantly (in our case infrastructure and land assembly costs). When we add to the 

equation the fixed costs of infrastructure the required revenue to generate a profit is 

naturally higher.  

We later delve into tax increment financing (TIF) which is one method of financing 

the installation of infrastructure without burdening the development cost to, the extent 

that the project may not be economically feasible. When the expected property tax 

revenues to be paid over time, and to be received by the City for the support of project 

costs (infrastructure), are used to defray infrastructure costs these fixed costs need not be 

paid from project revenues; and the profitability of the project will stand on its own.  

The most important development investment costs which change with economic 

conditions are interest rates and the cost of real estate—including, perhaps especially, 

infrastructure costs and real estate (property) taxes.  Interest rates are important for two 

reasons. First, much of investment is made with borrowed money.  Second, even if the 

money is not borrowed, investors compare the expected rate of return relative to risk of 

the various financial alternatives, and choose the highest return.  So, for example, if an 

investment in trees grows at three percent but bonds pay five percent, the investor will 

buy bonds. So at a higher rate of interest, projects with lower returns are avoided. 

All economic activity requires space and a location. A large increase in the cost of 

using or buying real estate will reduce profits and therefore reduce investment. The high 

cost of renting an office, store, or farmland, or the high cost of buying land—or 

constructing infrastructure, eats up much of the revenue and leaves less for profit.  At the 

highest point of a boom, both interest rates and real estate costs are rising, and so 

investment begins to slow down. Subsequently, the amount of new economic investment 

declines as costs keep rising, without any matching increase in expected revenues. This 
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ultimately leads to a diminishing investment or bust. 

We believe, absent an external event such as an involved war, or in the event the 

unwinding of QE-3 causes money market shocks, that we are in a general upswing in the 

current real estate cycle. Using Hoyt’s theory, the eighteen year cycle, the development 

community has until about 2026 to invest in this area of the City before the cycle runs out.  

To be conservative we have 10-12 years in which to bring about the redevelopment 

of the Canal Crossing Redevelopment Area. Thus, any development phasing plan assumed in 

this Report has been designed with this in mind. Any development scheduled to occur after 

this time frame will be up against another natural downturn in the real estate cycle.  

This 10-12 year time frame is also known as the absorption time-frame which 

dictates the rate of absorption of the project in the real estate market place. The specifics of 

the absorption rate (in term of project timing and phasing) is discussed at Diagram 13 in 

this Report. 

2-The Objectives of the Infrastructure Financing Plan (IFP) 

With this background we can move toward formulating an IFP which fits the 

requirements of the Canal Crossing area and one which is practical. Before moving on we 

must point out that the remediation of environmental contamination is often a costly and 

lengthy undertaking. Indeed, an important focus of the Canal Crossing Redevelopment Plan 

is the clean-up of the PPG site. {This site is seriously contaminated and is located not too far 

from residential areas as the photographs located nearby in this report shows.} It is 

reported that the environmental remediation of the area will cost $350 million. This shows 

the importance of ensuring that our lands (be the land located in a prime location or not) be 

free from environmental contamination so that the land may be placed into productive use. 

Land itself is a resource like labor or capital, especially when the land harbors 

deposits of natural resources such as water, minerals, oil, or timber. The location of land is 

critical (we all have heard the axiom of real estate: Location, location, location) and at Canal 

Crossing we have a prime location with great potential to create a diverse enclave of 

neighborhoods, interesting businesses, and an area which will continue the resurgence of 

the City of Jersey City.  

Land also is a fixed resource: the amount of available land on Earth is finite, 

although in some locations land speculation may create situations in which the supply of 

land exceeds the demand for property. This is not the case in Jersey City, with important 

demand generators given its proximity to New York City and the waterfront and 

http://www.wisegeek.com/what-is-land-speculation.htm
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commercial corridor development which has occurred there over the past twenty five years. 

The supply of land is fixed in Jersey City and un-tapping the value of underutilized property 

can be an important factor in improving the local economy.  

This is a critical goal of redevelopment. The way in which land is used can have a 

profound impact on a local or state economy, whether that use is urban or rural. Public and 

private uses of land and their sometimes conflicting needs and costs are also of part of the 

land economics equation. 

With this background, the Canal Crossing Infrastructure Financing Plan (IFP) has the 

following objectives: 

1-explore various avenues of financing the installation of infrastructure in the Canal 
Crossing area. When two or more financing sources are used to finance a project this 
is known as the capital stack. Such avenues as the New Jersey Environmental 
Infrastructure Trust (NJEIT) and the EB-5 programs will be discussed. Federal and 
State grants are also an important source of financing these capital intensive projects.    
2-the IFP must create a sound strategy to finance the installation of the necessary 
infrastructure to accommodate the economic rebirth and redevelopment of the Canal 
Crossing area of Jersey City. This means a focus on diverse housing opportunities and 
the creation of jobs, to the extent business will be located in the area. 
3-identify the potential economic impact of the Canal Crossing project. This will 
provide a basis for determining the strategy to implement the IFP. This includes 
estimating the future value of the area (recognizing the vagaries (cycles) of real estate 
markets) so that the revenues generated by the taxes (or fees) applied to the 
increased value may be used as a foundation of the IFP. 
 

3-The Canal Crossing Redevelopment Area  

A Redevelopment Plan specifies the nature of this area in need of redevelopment 

(“ANR”), including the land uses envisioned to be built in the area, which are to replace the 

pre-existing uses. The area under (prior) study is an aging industrial area once serviced by 

the Morris Canal. The area being analyzed in this Report is a portion of the “Garfield 

Brownfield STUDY Area”, also known as the Garfield-Lafayette Study Area: An Area in Need 

of Redevelopment. This ANR was determined, on January 9, 1998, by the City Council of the 

City of Jersey City-- to satisfy the criteria of the Local Redevelopment and Housing Law (NJSA 

40A:12A-5; the “LRHL”). The ANR includes facilities for processing and manufacturing 

chrome, hence the necessity to remediate the environmental contamination resulting from 

these manufacturing operations. {Again, a focus is of the PPG site.} 

The properties previously qualified as an area in need of redevelopment as defined 

by the LRHL, NJSA 40A:12A-1 et seq. The site has approximately 60 parcels of which 
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approximately 50% are tax exempt. We have separately prepared a draft outline map 

depicting the current parcels and general boundaries.  

 

The current total assessed value of the entire 111 acre Canal Crossing area is only 

$13,522,000, for both taxable and tax exempt property; including land and improvements 

(buildings). Most of the improvements are substandard and have a marginal value. The 

taxable portion of the land is only $7,286,200, generating only $523,441 in annual property 

taxes to the City; at 2012 dollars. The taxable portion of the improvements is $5,063,700, 

generating only $363,776 in annual property tax payments to the City. In total approximately 

$880,000 in annual property taxes is generated from the taxable properties located in the 

Canal Crossing ANR to the City.4 

The Redevelopment Plan envisions the area will “implement traditional 

neighborhood development techniques....” The Plan envisions within this context that a 

variety of market rate and affordable rental units will be constructed in the area.5    

The following map depicts the area under study. This facsimile map is taken from the 

1998 Garfield Brownfield ANR study, with the Canal Crossing Redevelopment Area outlined 

in red.  

 

 

 

{Intentionally Left Blank—See Next Page.} 

                                       
4 The total taxable value is $12,349,900 for non-tax exempt properties. The 2012 tax rate was $7.184 per 
$100 of assessed value. 
5 See the Canal Crossing Redevelopment Plan, Section III-Redevelopment Plan Objectives. 
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Diagram 1.
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The City of Jersey City has been successful in developing the waterfront and 

downtown areas of the City. The following map depicts the City map using the of the 2012 

estimated unemployment rates, broken down by the six City of Jersey City postal zip codes. It 

is important to note that the lowest unemployment rates exist in the waterfront and 

downtown areas. 

The highest unemployment rates are located in the southern sections of the City, 

approaching 12%. The general demarcation point, of lower to higher unemployment, is the 

existing Morris Canal waterway and Johnston Avenue and Ash Street.  

 

 

Diagram 2. 
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Diagram 3. 
 The following table presents the unemployment rate by section of the City of Jersey City. 
 

Zip Code Location Population 
% Unemployment 

Rate 

07304 40.717234, -74.074096 42,323 11.60 % 

07305 40.698119, -74.080370 58,542 11.56 % 

07306 40.734932, -74.070495 54,912 10.13 % 

07307 40.754890, -74.060750 46,093 9.98 % 

07302 40.720262, -74.046496 31,769 6.80 % 

07310 40.731082, -74.038712 6,416 5.44 % 

 
Again, an important objective of the IFP and the Redevelopment Plan is to create 

employment opportunities, thus reducing the unemployment rate. 

The following series of aerial photographs gives the reader a better sense of the 

location of the area under study. (Source: Google Maps—Acrobat Pro). 

Diagram 4. 

 

 

 

 

http://zipatlas.com/us/nj/jersey-city/zip-07304.htm
http://zipatlas.com/us/nj/jersey-city/zip-07305.htm
http://zipatlas.com/us/nj/jersey-city/zip-07306.htm
http://zipatlas.com/us/nj/jersey-city/zip-07307.htm
http://zipatlas.com/us/nj/jersey-city/zip-07302.htm
http://zipatlas.com/us/nj/jersey-city/zip-07310.htm
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Diagram 5. 

 

Diagram 6. 
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4-Tax Increment Financing  

In 2012 City of Jersey City had a tax rate of $2.351 per $100 of equalized value.6 The 

following table provides the breakdown of the tax rate by component. 

Diagram 7. 

Breakdown of the 2012 Jersey City Tax Rate 

Component County School Municipal Total 
Tax Rate 0.545 0.633 1.173 2.351 

% of Total Tax Rate 23% 27% 50% 100% 
    Note: the tax rate is per $100 of equalized assessed value. 

We now introduce the concept of Tax Increment Financing (“TIF”). The development 

of the ANR, subject to the Canal Crossing Redevelopment Plan, will generate increased 

property value and with this increased value will come increased property taxes. This tax 

revenue increase, or tax increment, can be used to finance, at least partially, the infrastructure 

and development called for in the Redevelopment Plan. Attached as Exhibit 1 is an article 

from the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, Community Development Investment 

Review, April 2013-entitled “Tax Increment Finance: A Success Driven Tool for Catalyzing 

Economic Development and Social Transformation”; (Toby Rittner).  

5-Canal Crossing Build-Out Capacity 

A. Capacity Model-over the past several months Benecke Economics developed a series of 

models to determine the build out capacity of the Canal Crossing area zoning using the 

Redevelopment Plan as the basis for the capacity. We then divided the build-out into six (6) 

phases; with the sixth phase being “future development”, or “FD”—which may be broken 

down into two or three additional phases. We confined the five phases to be completed within 

the aforementioned real estate cycle, 2014-2026. 

 The first step in developing the models was to analyze the Land Use Regulating Plan. 

This Plan depicts the permitted land uses in the Canal Crossing area: Residential, 

Residential/Office, Civic/Residential, Park, and Rail Transportation. We examined each block 

in the Plan also using the June 13, 2012 Subdivision Plan prepared by T&M; containing block 

dimensions. We estimated the area in each block applicable to each of the previous stated 

land uses, inputting only the buildable area.  

                                       
6 The tax rate used on page 8 is the general tax rate based on assessments. The assessments are 

then “equalized” to determine approximate market value; hence, we use the State of New Jersey 
published equalized tax rate. This will provide uniform basis upon which comparisons can be 
accurately made. 
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We then discounted this result by 20% to account for calculation issues (property 

irregularities, setbacks, easements, etc.). 

In the second step we applied the Building Height Regulating Plan to the Land Use 

Regulating Plan. The Building Height Regulating Plan depicts the allowable heights in the 

Canal Crossing area: S---2-4 stories, SM---3-6stories, M-4-8 stories, L ---8-12 stories. Block 

29b allows for 14 stories. There is also permitted Civic/Residential Buildings-4 stories {6 

stories containing both uses}. Mid-block parking was subtracted from the buildable area. We 

took the midpoint of each height range.   

The third step was to conform our total land area to the Unit Count Summary Table 

prepared by the City. The total land area values do match: 4,719,262 square feet of land area 

(ground) is available for build out.  We then take the land area and multiply by the number of 

allowed buildable stories. We did not use the greatest height allowable. 

We then inputted the data into the model. The following tables shows our estimated 

build out capacity, with an added discount of 20% to account for building envelope issues, 

space for garbage receptacles, space for mechanicals, dormant interior space, etc.  

Diagram 8. 

Build Out Area/Use 
Gross Buildable 

Square Feet 
Discounted Square Feet- 
TOTAL Build-Out Capacity 

Total Build Out Capacity-Square Feet. 15,269,824 12,215,859 

Commercial Space. 2,574,810 2,059,847 

Residential Space. 12,695,015 10,156,012 

 

 

 

 

 

 

{Intentionally Left Blank—See Next Page.} 
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To continue our model we applied the six phases of development. The following table 

depicts the blocks included in our phasing plan. Any development taking place after 2026 

(the previously mentioned 10-12 year development phase) is identified as “FD”-future 

development. Please refer to Exhibit 2, the Canal Crossing IFP-Potential Phasing Plan map.  

Diagram 9. 

Block  Phase 

1a 1 

1b 1 

2 1 

3 1 

4 1 

5a 5 

5b 5 

6 2 

7 2 

8 2 

9 2 

10 FD 

11 FD 

12 FD 

13a FD 

13b FD 

14 FD 

15 FD 

16 FD 

17 FD 

18 2 

19 2 

20 3 

21 3 

22 4 

23 FD 

24 FD 

25 FD 

26 FD 

27 4 

28 5 

29a 5 

29b 5 

30 5 

31 FD 

32 FD 

33a FD 

33b FD 

34 FD 

35 FD 
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Diagram 10. 

Canal Crossing Build-Out Capacity-RESIDENTIAL  

Phase S SM M L Total 

                1  459,804 - 149,621 - 609,425 

                      2  162,976 855,755 188,370 - 1,207,101 

                      3  - 192,143 475,848 - 667,991 

                      4  - 451,002 225,501 - 676,503 

                      5  - 473,959 662,747 936,982 2,073,688 

 FD  375,920 2,706,386 1,417,540 421,457 4,921,303 

 Totals 998,700 4,679,245 3,119,628 1,358,439 10,156,012 

TOTAL 10,156,012     

      Note: Block 29b has conservatively been placed in Phase 5-L. 

 

Diagram 11. 

Canal Crossing Build-Out Capacity-COMMERCIAL 

Phase Square Feet 

1 89,773. 

2 24,466 

3 276,761 

4 - 

5 924,211 

FD 744,636 

Total 2,059,847 

 

 Accordingly, the total build out is 12,215,859 square feet as broken out in the 

foregoing tables is: 10,156,012 sf of residential space and 2,059,847 of non-residential space.
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 Next, we applied each phase to a time frame. The following table shows our time-

frame assumptions.7 This is also known as the project absorption rate. 

Diagram 12. 

Canal Crossing Build-Out-Time-Frame 

Phase Time Period 

1 October 2014-YE 2016 

2 April 2017-YE 2021 

3 April 2018-April 2022 

4 January 2022-YE 2024 

5 October 2019-YE 2024/25 

FD 2025/2026-YE 2034 

 

From these time-frame estimates we can place the estimated build-out, by land use 

category, into the following time-frames. The following table depicts the reasonable phasing 

over the next twelve years. 

Diagram 13. 

Project Use Prior to 2017 2017-2022 2022-2024- 
Includes Overlap with prior period 

(Phases 4-5) 

2025-Future TOTAL 

Residential 609,425 1,875,092 2,750,191 4,921,304 10,156,012 

Commercial 89,773 301,227 924,211 744,636 2,059,847 

Total 699,198 1,657,951 3,674,412 5,665,939 12,215,859 

Please note: these are estimated values. Specifically, the amount of square feet we can reasonably assume 
to be built-out upon the infrastructure. The total residential unit count is approximately 8,463 (@1,200 sf 
on average) {with 11,284 units indicated using 900 sf on average}. Again, we did NOT use the entire 
allowable building envelope height and computed these numbers “blind”, using a lab approach when 
developing the model. In our ten (10) year time-frame 5,234,708 of residential space will be created prior 
to 2025, assuming the conditions later identified are experienced. Also, 1,415,211 of commercial space will 
be created. This represents 4,362-5,816 residential units in the first five phases. The City’s Planning Office 
estimated 6,960 total units {all phases} in their unit count summary.  

 

One important financial planning point: 54% of the estimated build-out may 

reasonably occur prior to YE 2025/26. The remaining 46% of the build-out would then occur 

after 2025.  

                                       
7 We recognize that a master developer, or perhaps two or three developers, may want to 
accelerate these time frames. Also, market conditions may accelerate the development 

as well. 
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This phasing gives the PPG site environmental remediation time to be completed and 

the value created by the first phases of development to take hold. The PPG site will be a critical 

future piece (part of the capital stack) to financing the infrastructure. 

B. Estimate of Build-Out Value-we next must estimate what the value of the build-out might 

look like, assuming the infrastructure is in place. Because over 80% of the Canal Crossing 

Project area is intended for residential use we will start with this use. We understand from 

the Redevelopment Plan and interviews with JCRA representatives that this area will 

probably include both for sale and rental type apartments; and with the exception of Block 

29a (the “higher rise” units) the residences will be work-force and reasonably affordable 

units. This we believe is the appropriate strategy and will furnish housing to a market 

segment that is often overlooked. 

 In June 2012 we conducted a market study of the City of Jersey City residential rental 

market. The average residence was renting at $44.00 per square foot annually. This included 

rent for smaller studio units and larger one and two bedroom units. 

Monthly rents in excess of $2,500 are not uncommon along the Jersey City waterfront 

and downtown areas of the City. The robust rental market continues and, as interest rates 

maintain their historic lows, the “for sale” market is taking hold but the recent rise in interest 

rates may put a damper on the for sale market.  

 At an investment recovery rate (the “cap” rate) of 5% it is not unusual for average 

waterfront/downtown rental units to be valued at $400,000. At Canal Crossing we would 

expect monthly rents and for sale residence values to be much lower.8  

 It is important to note, however, that some of the same cost constraints exist in the 

Canal Crossing area as has been experience in other redevelopment areas of the City of Jersey 

City: Specifically, infrastructure costs as well as land assembly costs. 

                                       
8 Capitalization rates are an indirect measure of how fast an investment will pay for itself. In the example above, the purchased 

building (or to be built building(s)) will be fully capitalized (pay for itself) after twenty years (100% divided by 5%). If the 
capitalization rate were 10%, the payback period would be ten years. The standard is to use net operating income (NOI) in the 
computation; where NOI is earnings before interest taxes depreciation and amortization (Ebitda). Where sufficiently detailed 
information is not available, the capitalization rate will be estimated from net operating income to determine cost, value or required 
annual income. An investor (in this case a redeveloper) views his money as a "capital asset". As such, he expects his money to 
produce more money if placed at risk in a redevelopment project-such as Canal Crossing. Taking into account risk and how much 
interest is available on investments in other assets, an investor arrives at a personal rate of return he expects from his money. This is 
the cap rate he expects. If an apartment building is offered to him for $100,000, and he expects to make at least 8 percent on his 
real estate investments, then he would multiply the $100,000 investment by 8% and determine that if the apartments will generate 
$8000, or more, a year, after operating expenses, then the apartment building is a viable investment to pursue. In real estate 
investment, real property is often valued according to the estimated (projected) capitalization rates used as investment criteria. This 
is illustrated in the formula: Capital Cost (asset price) = Net Operating Income/ Capitalization Rate. For example, in valuing the 
projected sale price of an apartment building that produces a net operating income of $10,000, if we set a projected capitalization 
rate at 7%, then the asset value (or price we would pay to own it) is $142,857 (142,857 = 10,000 / .07). 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Investment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Payback_period
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 So as to be conservative we will assume an annual residential unit rental rate of one-

half the 2012 waterfront/downtown rate—that is $22.00 per square foot. We will also 

assume an average residence to be valued at a conservative $200,000, on average. With the 

average residence being 900 square feet we obtain a value of $222.00 per square foot.9  In the 

FD column (2025-Future) we will use a value of $250.00 per square foot to allow for modest 

inflation. 

 As to the non-residential uses (or commercial uses) we note that many unique live to 

work, entrepreneurial and incubator spaces are envisioned in the Canal Crossing area. This 

again is a good strategy in our view. Yes, some service retail and perhaps a grocer with 

conveniences may be located at Canal Crossing. But a retail destination it most probably will 

not be. This use will be best left for Newport, Journal Square, and the Route 440 corridor. So, 

we believe that the City of Jersey City should encourage this unique but worthwhile type of 

commercial use and thereby increase employment opportunities and solid businesses; 

replacing the environmentally disastrous uses of the past.   

 We, therefore, will estimate gross commercial space rents at $30 annually per square 

foot of building space. The average business size will vary, perhaps greatly. There may exist 

a 60,000 square foot grocer, but there will be many more 1,200-3,000 square feet local 

businesses. We would typically value this commercial space at $400 per square foot. But 

given the uniqueness and the vagaries of focusing on start-up businesses we will use only 

$300 per square foot. {To be clear: A $30.00 square foot lease is, net of operating costs, a 

$21.00 net lease. At a 6% cap rate this is $350.00 per square foot of value. We are using 

$300.00.}    

 With this as background, we apply the estimated per square foot values; residential-

$222.00, and commercial-$300.00 to the square feet of estimated build-out {multiplying the 

square feet of estimated build-out by these estimated property values}. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                       
9 It should be noted that if the average residential unit size decreases, then the square foot rent will most likely 
increase proportionately.  
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 Diagram 14.—In $. 

Project Use Prior to 
2017 

2017-2022 2022-2025- 
Includes Overlap with prior period 

(Phases 4-5) 

2025/6-Future TOTAL 

Residential 135,292,350 416,270,424 610,542,402 1,230,326,000 2,392,431,176 

Commercial 26,931,900 90,368,100 277,263,300 223,390,800 617,954,100 

Total 162,224,250 506,638,524 887,805,702 1,453,716,800 3,010,385,276 

  

 A reasonable conclusion can be made that over $3.0 billion in value will be created 

through the redevelopment of the Canal Crossing area. 

C. The Tax Increment-before applying the tax rate to the estimated future value of the Canal 

Crossing area we must look at what the property value is currently. In Section 3, page 8 we 

noted that the current amount of property taxes paid by the properties under study is 

$888,033. 

 In the following table we provide the property value, broken down by exempt (not 

paying any property tax) and non-exempt (paying property tax). We have taken the assessed 

value for each parcel and added them together. We then use the State of New Jersey published 

equalization ratio of 32.7% to determine the current estimated market value.   

Diagram 15. 

Property Classification Total Value Land Value  Improved Value 

Exempt Property Total Value 3,584,404 3,479,204 105,200 

Non-Exempt Property Total Value 37,767,278 22,281,957 15,485,321 

Total Current Value 41,351,682      25,761,161      15,590,521 

 

 Returning to the tax rate depicted in the table on page 12, Section 4; it is noted that 

the 2012 Jersey City equalized tax rate is $2.351 per $100 of market (equalized) value. 

Therefore, the Canal Crossing area provides (pays) $888,033 in annual property taxes. 

{($37,767,278/$100) X 2.351.}10 

To continue our theme of being conservative we delay the project revenue impact 

by an additional year; 2025 instead of 2024.  

                                       
10 Please note: The above values may vary (slightly) from the actual tax bills because of 

rounding. 
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We take each phase and divide by the number of years in each phase and assume a 

straight line absorption of the Project; thereby generating an estimated annual Project 

value. To be clear: These are market values based on the foregoing build-out analysis and 

value assumptions. The following table spreads out the annual impact of each development 

phase over the Project time-frame of 2016-2025.  

Diagram 16. 

Canal Crossing Redevelopment Area Estimated Annual Property Value Increase 

Project Use 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 TOTAL 

Residential 45,097,450 45,097,450 45,097,450 83,254,085 83,254,085 83,254,085 83,254,085 83,254,085 305,271,201 305,271,201 1,162,105,177 

Commercial 8,998,000 8,998,000 8,998,000 18,074,000 18,074,000 18,074,000 18,074,000 18,074,000 138,632,000 138,632,000 394,628,000 

Total 54,097,465 54,097,466 54,097,467 101,330,103 101,330,104 101,330,105 101,330,106 101,330,107 443,905,224 443,905,225 1,556,733,177 

 

We now can begin the process of estimating the amount of property taxes generated 

in the redeveloped Canal Crossing area for the ten (10) year period of 2016 through 2025 

using the phasing schedule previously depicted. We increase the tax rate, and revenues 2% 

annually (in each applicable year).  

If the Canal Crossing Redevelopment Project is implemented under the following 

conditions, the Project value(s) and the estimated revenue generated, which follows, should 

be achieved; these conditions are: 

1-the necessary infrastructure is installed. 
2-a designated redeveloper, or group of redevelopers, is assigned by the JCRA, a 
redeveloper who shares in the vision of making Canal Crossing a unique place. 
3-the market conditions continue to improve and there is little or no deterioration 
in the financial markets.  
The following matrix puts the model together and depicts the calculation of the 

property tax increment, using the current tax dollars generated by the future redeveloped 

Canal Crossing area, the above property values multiplied by the tax rate increased by 2% 

annually and phased in over a decade. We have added an additional discount to the results 

which we have termed a confidence interval. This additional discount is added by the 

author to insert a degree of added confidence in the model and to ensure there is no 

unwarranted exuberance in the numbers.  
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Diagram 17. 

Canal Crossing Redevelopment Area Tax Increment Financing Matrix 
Annual Property Tax Revenue Generated by the Project (All Numbers are in $). 

Project Use 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 TOTAL 

Residential 1,127,000 1,150,000 1,173,000 2,206,233 2,247,000 2,293,000 2,339,000 2,385,000 8,967,000 8,967,000  

Cumulative 1,127,000 2,277,000          

   3,450,000         

    5,656,233        

     7,903,233       

      10,196,233      

       12,535,233     

        14,920,000    

         23,877,233   

          32,844,000  

Confidence 
Interval 

.80 .78 .76 .74 .72 .70 .68 .66 .56 .54  

1-Reasonable 
Residential 
Tax Revenue 

901,600 1,776,000 2,622,000 4,185,000 5,690,000 7,137,363 8,523,958 9,847,000 13,371,000 17,735,760 71,789,681 

Commercial 
Tax Revenue 
Cumulative 

637,298 1,317,000 1,980,000 2,656,000 3,360,000 4,000,000 4,718,000 5,450,000 6,196,000 6,500,000 36,814,298 

Confidence 
Interval 

.70 .68 .66 .60 .60 .60 .60 .60 .50 .50  

2-Reasonable 
Comm. Tax 
Revenue 

446,000 896,000 1,306,000 1,594,000 2,016,000 2,400,000 2,830,000 3,270,000 3,098,000 3,250,000 21,106,000 

3-Total 
Reasonable 
Revenue 

1,347,600 2,672,000 3,928,000 5,779,000 7,706,000   9,537,363 11,353,958 13,117,000 16,469,000 20,985,760 92,895,681 

4-Current Taxes 
2015 Dollars 

925,000 944,000 963,000 983,000 1,003,000 1,024,000 1,045,000 1,066,000 1,088,000 1,110,000 10,151,000 

5-Tax 
Increment 

422,600 1,728,000 2,965,000 4,796,000 6,703,000 8,513,363 10,308,958 12,051,000 15,381,000 19,875,760 82,774,681 

Note: Item 1+2=3. Item 3-4=5. This is the computed annual expected property tax revenue from the Project. 

 

Returning to the issue of unit count(s) we must estimate the amount of taxes paid per 

residential unit. Assuming over the next decade (10-12 years) that 4,500 residential units are 

built; the resulting average property tax bill (or in the alternative, a PILOT) would be 

approximately $4,000 annually. {$17,735,760/4,500=$3,941.}  
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If we were to add back the confidence interval this would be as high as $6,400; but 

not greater, unless the tax rate were to increase by greater than 2% annually.  

We can more or less verify the accuracy of the average annual residential tax bill by 

taking the expected per unit value of $200,000 multiplied by the expected 2024 tax rate of 

$3.06/$100 of estimated market value, which is $6,120 annually. In addition, the value of the 

property could increase making the project (this model) generate even more tax revenue and 

making the Project participants even greater satisfied. 

6-The Required Infrastructure 

Before we can develop a strategy to finance the necessary infrastructure to develop 

the Canal Crossing Redevelopment Plan area we must identify the infrastructure needs of the 

area. The City of Jersey City Redevelopment Agency engaged T&M Associates (Engineers) to 

detail the infrastructure necessary to build out the area. T&M provided several schedules of 

estimated materials and installation costs regarding the Project infrastructure. On March 27, 

2014 T&M submitted a revised Construction Cost Estimate-60% Design, pertaining to the 

Canal Crossing infrastructure. We have reviewed the infrastructure estimates and note that 

they are thorough and have provided an adequate contingency. The following table is 

abstracted from the March 27, 2014 T&M report, summarizing the infrastructure needs of 

the project: 

 

NO. ITEM  DESCRIPTION COST 

1 ROADWAY (CARTWAY) IMPROVEMENTS 13,574,805.00 

2 STREETSCAPE IMPROVEMENTS 25,928,159.00 

3 SANITARY SEWER SYSTEM 6,525,720.00 

4 WATER SYSTEM 4,237,500.00 

5 DRAINAGE 23,456,902.00 

6 BASIN RECONSTRUCTION 1,078,491.00 

7 REGULATOR 341,700.00 

8 PARKS AND OPEN SPACE 21,029,983.00 

 TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS 96,173,260.00 

 TOTAL CONTINGENCIES 20,409,838.00 

 TOTAL PROJECT COST 116,583,098.00 

 

 It should be noted that item number 2 (streetscape) and item number 8 (parks and open 

space) have a combined cost of $46,958,142. These project components are very important to the 

community orientation and “look and feel” of the project.  
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 However, streetscape and park improvements are not traditional infrastructure necessary to 

undertake the construction called for in the redevelopment plan.11 As such, a significant portion of 

these improvements will be financed as part of an individual project by the redeveloper and not as 

part of the IFP. To break down the T&M infrastructure estimates in a way to determine required 

funding, we can view the infrastructure budget as follows: 

 1-Traditional infrastructure {roads, sewer, drainage, water}: $ 49,215,118. 
 2-Streetscape, parks and open space:    $ 46,958,142. 
  Sub-total:      $ 96,173,260. 
 3-Contingency:       $ 20,409,838. 
  Total-the infrastructure budget;    $116,583,260.  
 
 Our focus will be to develop a program to fund the traditional infrastructure, $49,215,118 

(plus a contingency). However, we must recognize that some of the park construction and decorative 

street lighting and other elements of the streetscape and parks may be necessary to finance through 

the sponsorship by public entities—again using tax increment financing as the approach.  

 Accordingly, we will include 50% of the streetscape and park improvement costs, 

$24,000,000 plus a $5,000,000 contingency, or $29,000,000, as the financing requirements under 

the infrastructure financing plan. The following depicts the initial infrastructure financing requirements 

of the Canal Crossing area based on the March 27, 2013 T&M report. 

 

Diagram 18. 

 

Infrastructure Component T&M Cost Estimate 

Roads $13,574,505. 

Sanitary Sewer $6,525,720. 

Water $4,237,500. 

Storm Water/Drainage $24,877,092. 

Contingency  $8,000,000. 

Sub-total Traditional 
Infrastructure 

$57,215,118. 

Streetscape and Parks $29,000,000. 

Total Revised Estimated 
Project Related Infrastructure 
Cost. 

$86,214,817. 

 

                                       
11 The cost of roads includes the curb and sidewalk construction. 
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        Note: also please refer to the Canal Crossing Water Distribution System and 
Sanitary Sewer System Basis of Design reports, dated December 2012; and  
The Summary of Roads in Project, Dated January 17, 2013. Also, the  
Canal Crossing-Storm Water Design Report, dated March 23, 2013.  
All of these having been prepared by T&M Associates.  

 

 Accordingly, the City, or other public entities, or the redeveloper, must install 

approximately $86,000,000 of infrastructure to allow for the development of this 111 acre 

area. This is approximately the same as our January, 2014 report and models. Therefore, we 

have not significantly changed the IFP results—only the uses of financing and a modification 

to the capital stack; noting that of the $86 million in infrastructure requirements above that 

$57 million is for traditional infrastructure such as roads and sewers.  

 Reference should also be made to the March 23, 2013 T&M Memorandum outlining 

the Canal Crossing stormwater design and project component. Here we see the problem 

causing the Infrastructure cost imbalance: The stormwater and sanitary sewer system are 

physically combined in this area where rainwater and sewerage is combined and treated 

together. This is a troubling practice, burdening treatment facilities and not properly 

disposing of rain and storm water run-off. To solve this issue T&M has drawn up five 

scenarios (with one sub-scenario). Based on our review we believe at this point that “Case 

3a” is the preferable course of action.  In their March 27, 2014 report T&M appears to have 

solved this issue and has come up with an infrastructure design to accomplish both the 

sanitary sewer and storm water collection and proper disposal.   

 Assuming that the JCRA together with the City of Jersey City and perhaps the Jersey 

City Municipal Utilities Authority (JCMUA) were to make the decision to finance the 

infrastructure outlined by T&M and summarized in their March 27, 2014 report through their 

own immediate means, we have prepared a financing model following the statutory 

requirements of the Local Bond Law.12 Please note that typically we would include a 5% down 

payment required in the Local Bond law for general improvements. When issuing self-

liquidating debt the 5% requirement does not exist. 

  The following chart depicts the results of the model indicating the annual debt 

service requirements (principal and interest on notes and bonds) and the total cost to 

install the infrastructure if the City of Jersey City were to adopt a bond ordinance for the 

Canal Crossing Infrastructure Financing Plan (IFP).13 Initially the City (or JCMUA) would 

                                       
12 NJSA 40A: 2-1 et seq. 
13 Reference: “Municipal Finance Administration in New Jersey”; Rutgers, the State University of New 
Jersey; July, 2004. Robert L. Benecke, Chapter 1. This is commonly referred to the MFA text.  
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adopt a bond ordinance providing for the improvements. The entity would then issue notes. 

If the debt is self-liquidating, the notes could only be issued for five (5) years, as opposed to 

ten years for general improvements. We have used the shorter term so as to be 

conservative. After the five year note period the entity would issue bonds not to exceed the 

useful life of the improvement (infrastructure) as listed in the Local Bond Law. We have 

estimated this at twenty-five (25) years. In each year the entity would include the debt 

service (again, principal and interest) in their annual budget. Should the JCMUA be the 

issuing entity they would in turn pass the cost to the utility rate payer.    

 

Diagram 19. 

Jersey City Canal Crossing Infrastructure TOTAL COST-Debt Service Model 

This model determines the total cost of infrastructure including interest.  

Five Year Tax Exempt-Conversion to Twenty-Five Year Tax Exempt Bonds 

Original Note Principal $85,950,000 Notes $1,498,630 Down Payment 

Interest Rate 3.00%  $85,950,000 Total Project Cost 

Note Term 5    

Year Current Balance Total Payment Principal Interest 

0 $85,950,000    

1 $85,950,000 $2,578,500 $0.00 $2,578,500 

2 $85,950,000 $2,578,500 $0.00 $2,578,500 

3 $82,986,207 $6,401,793 $2,963,793 $3,438,000 

4 $80,022,414 $5,453,379 $2,963,793 $3,319,448 

5 $77,058,621 $5,364,466 $2,963,793 $3,200,897 

TOTAL Note Payments   $22,376,638 $8,891,379 $15,115,345 

Original Bond Principal $77,058,620.69 Maximum Bond Payment = $4,109,793.10 

Interest Rate 5.00% Minimum Bond Payment = $2,054,896.55 

Term 25 Bond Payment Increment = $85,620.69 

Year Current Balance Total Payment Principal Interest 

0 $77,058,621    

1 $75,003,724 $5,907,828 $2,054,897 $3,852,931 

2 $72,863,207 $5,890,703 $2,140,517 $3,750,186 

3 $70,637,069 $5,869,298 $2,226,138 $3,643,160 

4 $68,325,310 $5,843,612 $2,311,759 $3,531,853 

5 $65,927,931 $5,813,645 $2,397,379 $3,416,266 

6 $63,444,931 $5,779,397 $2,483,000 $3,296,397 

7 $60,876,310 $5,740,867 $2,568,621 $3,172,247 

8 $58,222,069 $5,698,057 $2,654,241 $3,043,816 

9 $55,482,207 $5,650,966 $2,739,862 $2,911,103 

10 $52,656,724 $5,599,593 $2,825,483 $2,774,110 

11 $49,745,621 $5,543,940 $2,911,103 $2,632,836 
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12 $46,748,897 $5,484,005 $2,996,724 $2,487,281 

13 $43,666,552 $5,419,790 $3,082,345 $2,337,445 

14 $40,498,586 $5,351,293 $3,167,966 $2,183,328 

15 $37,245,000 $5,278,516 $3,253,586 $2,024,929 

16 $33,905,793 $5,201,457 $3,339,207 $1,862,250 

17 $30,480,966 $5,120,117 $3,424,828 $1,695,290 

18 $26,970,517 $5,034,497 $3,510,448 $1,524,048 

19 $23,374,448 $4,944,595 $3,596,069 $1,348,526 

20 $19,692,759 $4,850,412 $3,681,690 $1,168,722 

21 $15,925,448 $4,751,948 $3,767,310 $984,638 

22 $12,072,517 $4,649,203 $3,852,931 $796,272 

23 $8,133,966 $4,542,178 $3,938,552 $603,626 

24 $4,109,793 $4,430,871 $4,024,172 $406,698 

25 $0 $4,315,283 $4,109,793 $205,490 

TOTAL Bond Payments-25 
Year  $132,712,069 $77,058,621 $55,653,448 

 
 When the results of the above table (Diagram 20) are added together we obtain the 

following total project costs to be paid over a thirty (30) year period: 

  1-Infrastructure Costs- $ 85,950,000 
  2-Interest on Notes- $ 15,115,345 
  3-Interest on Bonds- $ 55,653,448 
   TOTAL  $156,718,793  
  Note: the down payment is included in the infrastructure cost number (item 1, above). 

 

7-The Capital Stack 
A. Initial Potential Sources of Funding-we continue with the issue of financing approximately 

$86.0 million in Canal Crossing infrastructure improvements. Here we first discuss the role 

of public entities, beginning with the City of Jersey City, in financing the infrastructure 

necessary to implement the Canal Crossing Redevelopment Plan. Infrastructure currently 

exists in the area. However, the majority of the cost of the new infrastructure to service the 

Canal Crossing Redevelopment Plan area is the bifurcation of the storm and sanitary 

sewers. An argument could be made that it is the responsibility of the City/JCMUA to make 

these improvements. A counter argument could also be made that the density called for in 

the Redevelopment Plan affords a potential redeveloper, or group of redevelopers, the 

opportunity to create profit. Therefore, the property redeveloper, or new property owner, 

should contribute to cost of the infrastructure, in effect from the profit of the Project. 

We must also address the issue of the $46,958,142 (plus contingency) in 

streetscape and park improvements of which $29,000,000 is included in the IFP and 

the remainder to be funded from developer’s contributions, grants or in phases over 

many years.  
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It is important to keep in mind these civic improvements, while very 

necessary, are discretionary and are not typically a part of the IFP, but rather are 

addressed at the time a project site plan application is presented. 

It is recommended that the following immediate four steps be taken by the JCRA or 

its representative(s); 

1-immediately contact the New Jersey Environmental Infrastructure Trust fund 
(NJEIT) to determine what the cost of participation would be in this program. The 
NJEIT provides no interest and low interest loans for such projects and the water 
and sewer improvements of $11,841,711 (plus a contingency), fits squarely within 
the mission of the NJEIT. In addition, all or a portion, of the drainage improvements, 
estimated at $23,456,902 (plus contingency) may also qualify for NJEIT financing. 
This means the City (with the JCRA) would be seeking funding up to approximately 
$36.0 million from the NJEIT. 
2-a federal infrastructure revolving fund has been proposed and received broad 
based bi-partisan support in the House of Representatives. Congressman Malley, 
Maryland, is the prime sponsor. Congressman Sires should be contacted to learn 
more of this program.  
3-special legislation should be explored, especially at the federal level but also the 
state level. Keep in mind that as the pictures included in this report shows this 
project is only about 1/3 of one mile from Ellis Island. 
4-PPG has an active “Charity” and “Community Investment” program. Yes, they are 
paying for the environmental remediation, but asking for their sponsorship of 
certain Infrastructure improvements is reasonable. 
 

 Once these steps are explored we can add the amount of grants, federal/state direct 

funds to the Capital Stack together with other sources of financing. Notwithstanding this, we 

have a reasonable expectation of the City of Jersey City will receive a tax increment of over 

$80,000,000 from the Canal crossing project area during the decade of 2016 through 2025 

{$8.0 million annually on average}, assuming the conditions previously outlined being 

present. We recognize that the City of Jersey City does not retain or use all of these funds.  

However, because the Canal Crossing Redevelopment Plan area is an ANR a 

payment in lieu of tax (PILOT) structure may be implemented so that the tax revenues (paid 

as in-lieu of tax revenue to the City) may be received by the City; with the net tax revenues 

will approximate the numbers presented herein. The PILOT would be structured pursuant 

to the Long Term Tax Exemption Law (LTTE). This affords the City to retain up to 95% of 

the taxes generated on the improved value covered under the PILOT program. This would 

be the vast majority of funds. 14 

                                       
14 We recognize that the LTTE provides that property taxes on the assessed value of land is divided 
traditionally; as with regular property tax payments. The land portion of the value is estimated at 10%-
25%. 
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B. The Distribution of the Tax Increment-the City of Jersey City will most probably incur certain 

costs to provide municipal services to the Canal Crossing Redevelopment Plan area. 

However, the reader must note that this is a fully developed area. Municipal services have 

been delivered here for decades. The area has police patrols, major fire hazards—requiring 

fire protection services, road maintenance issues, etc. It is not as though the City of Jersey 

City will be adding a new service structure to service the Canal Crossing area. The Civic 

Spaces planned for will help create passive and active recreation and will do much to secure 

the area as people are out and about enjoying the environs. New building and fire codes are 

in place to reduce the risk of fire. However, we do recognize that some municipal service 

pressure will exist.   

 First, we must look at the potential population increase. An additional 4,500 

residences over the next year could add up to 9,000 residents. {This would be a true 

achievement and would stamp a degree of success on the project that would be unparalled 

in New Jersey.} Some police officers would have to be added. There would be a “marginal 

cost”15 of providing added patrols and support. However, the City has a well-established 

police force and would be able to deploy existing resources. Because this is a rebuilt area 

with discrete well-lighted streets and an established police presence we estimate the need 

for approximately 10 additional police officers to be hired on a phased in basis in the third 

through tenth year of the development time-frame. These additional police officers have a 

total cost of $175,000 annually per police officer and $1,750,000 in total annual costs; again 

at the end of the ten year Project time-frame, 2025.  

A need for some additional firefighters and firefighting equipment will be apparent. 

We use a baseline of one fire fighter per every two police officers, or a total of 5 new 

firefighters in 2025. At a total cost of $150,000 annually per firefighter and a total cost of 

$750,000 annually, again to be realized at the end of the ten year Project time-frame. 

Combined we have a baseline estimate of $2,500,000 annually in added uniformed officer 

costs. A new fire apparatus {Fire ladder truck} and firefighting gear will be required. We 

will estimate $1,000,000 for this which can be paid over time (through the issuance of a 

capital note/bond). 

  

                                       
15 Marginal cost (MC) is defined as the incremental cost of providing a service. In other 

words the cost of hiring one additional police officer, as an example. 
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There may be other municipal service impacts. Typically, the uniformed officers are 

two-thirds of the municipal cost increase. Therefore, to develop a baseline other municipal 

cost impact we will add 50% of the $2,500,000, or $1,250,000. This brings the total 

municipal cost increase (or impact) of the redevelopment of the Canal Crossing area to 

$3,750,000. Again, this is at the tenth year. 

 Estimating the number of school age children is a bit trickier. The standard for 

estimating the number of school aged children is the 2006 Rutgers, Center for Urban Policy 

Research (CUPR) study. It is important to note that the size of the residential units will be 

rather small, although a nice range of bedroom units is called for in the Redevelopment Plan.  

As initial guidance, we estimate that less than approximately 10% of the units will generate 

school aged children. This amounts to five hundred units having school-aged children. At a 

per student cost of $15,000 (in property tax dollars) a total of $7,500,000 annually would be 

estimated to be spent on school children 

  Putting these components together, and using a very preliminary estimate, we can 

deduct $11,250,000 at the tenth year from the tax increment; representing, once again the 

cost of providing general annual cost of municipal operating services including education 

costs to the Canal Crossing Project area.  

 There will be a lag in implementing these services. There will also be a lag in 

maximizing the additional municipal service costs; for example, the police officers and 

firefighters will have to go through a series of annual salary steps before reaching full 

compensation. The following table depicts a reasonable net amount in TIF, using the TIF 

model in Diagram 17 as the basis. 

 

 

 

 

{Intentionally Left Blank—See Next Page.} 
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Diagram 20. 

Note: The net (total) confidence interval is 75%. 

At this point of our analysis it is important to re-emphasize that as much as 45% of 

the proposed Redevelopment Plan may be implemented after 2025; well after the 

infrastructure is installed and the cost of ramping up municipal services (including the 

number of school-aged children) is known or at least identified. This is the Future 

Development phase, the majority of this future development is the PPG site.  

The above $33,243,080 is available to finance debt as the project comes on line. It is 

important to remember that this is the tax increment, and forms the basis for tax increment 

financing (TIF) in New Jersey. As previously mentioned, tax increment financing is enabled 

through the Long Term Tax Exemption Law, where a PILOT is structured in a 

Redevelopment Area, such as Canal Crossing. Importantly, all or a portion of the PILOT is 

used by the CITY to pay the debt. This is commonly referred to as Redevelopment Area 

Bonds (RAB) and the annual debt service is paid by the property tax revenue generated by 

the project. 

  

 

 

 

Canal Crossing Net Tax Increment Available to be Placed in the Capital Stack 

 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 TOTAL 

Tax Increment 422,600 1,728,000 2,965,000 4,796,000 6,697,000 8,513,000 10,205,000 12,051,000 15,881,000 21,875,000 84,839,000 

Additional Municipal 
Costs 

0 288,000 576,000 1,152,000 2,303,000 2,880,000 5,760,000 7,200,000 9,000,000 11,250,000 40,409,000 

Net Tax Increment 422,600 1,440,000 2,389,000 3,644,000 4,394,000 5,633,000 4,445,000 4,851,000 6,881,000 10,625,000 44,430,000 

Paid to County-Land Tax 
Consideration/Confidence 

Interval 
0.9 0.9 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.74 0.75 0.7   

Available for the Capital 
Stack 

380,340 1,296,000 1,791,750 2,733,000 3,295,500 4,224,750 3,333,750 3,589,740 5,160,750 7,437,500 33,243,080 
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Diagram 21. 

Note: after the Canal Crossing Project is implemented the Project creates a positive tax increment. 

It is important to re-emphasize that a significant portion of the $49,215,118 in 

road/water/sewer/drainage/basin reconstruction improvements, noted on page 27, will be 

financed by the redevelopers of the Canal Crossing ANR through the suggested tax 

increment financing (TIF) program outlined in this Report. 

We now have the first capital stack profile applicable to the Canal Crossing Project, 

where the tax increment (TIF) pays for 65% of the total traditional infrastructure cost and 

the City/JCMUA pays 35% of the infrastructure cost during the above time-frame of 2016-

2025. The Capital Stack (using the cost estimate of $49,215,118 for traditional 

infrastructure costs) would look like the following diagram: 

Diagram 22. 

Initial Capital Stack 

City/JCMUA 
Financing 

$17,225,291 

TIF Financing 
$31,989,827 

 We would now argue; again assuming the conditions in this Report become reality, 

the City/JCMUA should move forward, albeit cautiously, to implement this type of 

Infrastructure Financing Plan (IFP).  

 

 

The Impact of the TIF on the Net Canal Crossing Infrastructure Cost.  
 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 TOTAL 

TIF Available for 
the Capital Stack 

380,340 1,296,000 1,791,750 2,733,000 3,295,500 4,224,750 3,333,750 3,589,740 5,160,750 7,437,500 32,977,940 

Annual Debt 
Service 

1,719,000 2,578,500 6,401,793 5,453,379 5,364,466 5,907,828 5,890,703 5,869,298 5,843,612 5,813,645 
 

50,842,224 
 

Net Cost  -1,338,660 -1,282,500 -4,610,043 -2,720,379 -2,068,966 -1,683,078 -2,556,953 -2,279,558 -682,862 1,623,855 -17,599,144 
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 C. Local (Special) Assessments-an alternate method to general improvement 

financing is using the local improvement section of the Local Bond Law. This is where the 

property owners (in this case the redeveloper(s)) would pay a portion from 1% to 100% of 

the cost of the infrastructure improvements, based upon the value of the property generate 

from using the infrastructure. In effect the Canal Crossing redevelopment plan area would 

become an assessment district with boundaries as described earlier in this Report and as 

included in the Redevelopment Plan. This assessment program by definition is a TIF; 

although the assessment bill generated to the property owner is added to the property tax 

bill. 

So as to ensure that the City/JCMUA would receive funding from the 

improved/redeveloped property, the original $86 million bond authorization would be in 

the form of a local improvement ordinance (adopted by the City) for a pre-determined 

percentage of the infrastructure costs, say 15%-35% of the total. {It should be noted that 

the City may choose to implement a funding ordinance for only the traditional 

infrastructure, $49 million (plus a contingency) and leave the streetscape and park 

improvements to a later point as the project matures.}  

8. The Infrastructure Financing Plan (IFP) 

Based upon our research and the background presented in this Report we now 

apply ratios to the entities responsible for ultimately funding, or being responsible for, the 

IFP. In other words setting the framework for making this project a reality by taking the 

first step by providing initial infrastructure funding.   

First, we propose that the City of Jersey City (or perhaps the JCMUA) should be 

responsible for fifty percent (50%) of the utility and stormwater systems, issuing debt in 

this sum to be paid through general taxation. The fifty percent totals $17,820,157, of the 

total cost of these improvements; $35,640,313 (plus a contingency).16 The other half would 

be funded through a local improvement (special assessment) or, in the alternative a 

RAB/PILOT. Therefore, the property owner (redeveloper) would be responsible for funding 

the balance of one-half of these utility and drainage improvements. 

Second, a local improvement (special assessment) bond ordinance would be 

adopted for $13,574,805 (plus a contingency) representing the cost of the Canal Crossing 

road improvements. This ordinance would allow for fifty (50%) of the roads to be specially 

                                       
16 It should be noted that the initial capital stack, Diagram 2, shows an initial amount 

of $17.2 million. Here we have slightly modified this to $17.8 million. 
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assessed; $6,787,403. The remaining $6,787,403 would either be paid for by a RAB/PILOT 

financing or through general taxation.  

So far in this illustration we have funded all of the traditional infrastructure of 

$49,215,118 (without a contingency). These improvements include roadway, sanitary 

sewer, and water system and stormwater/drainage improvements.  

Finally, the remaining $46,958,142 in civic improvements (streetscape and parks) 

would be financed at first from the redevelopment project—in other words the 

redeveloper-- and then from either city sources or a local improvement (special 

assessment) ordinance with the flexibility of being “taken out” by a RAB. It is important to 

re-emphasize that these costs will be a significant part of the redeveloper’s project budget, 

as such we only consider 50% of these costs in the IFP, $24 million plus a $5 million 

contingency; a total of $29 million. 

The revised capital stack (funding sources of $49,215,118 without a contingency) follows: 

Diagram 23. 

Canal Crossing Capital Stack Scenarios: 

Alternative #1          Alternative #2 

City/JCMUA Direct 
Obligations 

$17,820,157 

City/JCMUA 
Direct Obligations 

$17,820,157 

Local 
Improvements=$31,394,962 

{Project finances the 
majority of the 
infrastructure.} 

Local Road 
Improvements 

$6,787,403 
 

Potential RAB 
$24,607,559 

{Project finances the 
majority of the 
infrastructure.} 

   Note: local improvements is the statutory name for special assessments. This capital  
  Stack finances the $49,215,119 in the traditional infrastructure improvements.  
 

 An important distinction exists between RAB/PILOT and local improvement-special 

assessment financing. RAB/PILOT financing comes off-the top of the PILOT (or in-lieu of 

property tax payment) while the local assessments are an added fee, or tax.  The added fee 

may impact the redeveloper’s financing plan. 
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 To implement the Canal Crossing Redevelopment Plan it is recommended that the 

JCRA advocate for, and the City of Jersey City implement, an Infrastructure Financing Plan 

(IFP) utilizing the Capital Stack in Diagram 23 as the basis. To be specific: The City/JCMUA 

would pay $17,820,157-36%, local improvements-special assessments would contribute 

$6,787,403-14%, and potential RAB/PILOT financing would fund the remainder amount of 

$24,607,559-50%.17 In the event that RAB financing is not desired then local improvements-

special assessments would contribute 64% of the IFP. Yes, other funding options must be 

thoroughly explored, such as federal and state grants and loans. As these funds when 

committed are placed into the Capital Stack. 

 Another federal program that may be advantageous to the Capital Stack is the EB-5 

program (Entry Based Visa Step 5) which is administered by the United States Customs and 

Immigration Service (USCIS). 

 This program provides a pathway for foreign immigration to foreign investors 

provided that ten (10) jobs are created for every $500,000 in certified foreign investment 

and in a target employment area (TEA).  

 The Canal Crossing area fits into a TEA and would create significant jobs.  The EB-5 

program has been in place for over twenty years but only recently has it become popular 

because of tight credit markets. The foreign investors in effect would be investing in the 

Canal Crossing Project at currently favorable interest rates. It is a very legitimate method of 

funding; and may be especially applicable to the Canal Crossing Project as a bridge financing 

vehicle. In other words several million dollars could be temporarily funded until the 

redevelopment takes hold and the extent of the RAB financing is better known. The first 

step would be for the JCRA to establish a regional center (RC) and have the economic study 

prepared to establish the number of jobs which may be created through the RC. This is an 

involved process and costs approximately $100,000, to create the RC and begin the funding 

recruitment process from overseas. The JCRA could ultimately be the sponsor for bringing 

in redevelopers with the allure of having an existing RC and potentially make back the 

original investment.  

The EB-5 program could also be an excellent vehicle to finance the Civic Space 

improvements.   

                                       
17 So as to provide a simplified and straightforward illustration we are using $49,215,118 in 
traditional infrastructure as the initial funding amount in the initial capital stack.   
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As we detail the IFP it should be apparent that this is an investment strategy, not 

simply an infrastructure financing plan (IFP). We are attempting to take approximately $86 

million of total infrastructure investment and increase property values by more than $1.5 

billion over the next decade and by approximately $3.0 billion after complete 

implementation of the Project in about twenty (20) years. This is an important leveraging of 

vital public resources which will provide real housing opportunities and real jobs. The 

justification exists for the City to participate in this IFP.   

9-The Redeveloper(s) 

 The JCRA and City have communicated with the Canal Crossing property owners 

and apprised them of the steps in the redevelopment process. This is an excellent practice 

and will make the participation by the property owners more valuable. A set of guidelines 

has been developed by the JCRA to help property owners who want to be involved with the 

actual development. 

 Upon setting the course for the assembly of land, a solicitation of interest (SOI) 

should be sought from the redevelopment community so as to continue the financing of this 

Project. Feedback from these potential investors will be invaluable in guiding the 

redevelopment process. 

10-Steps in the IFP 

1-Such funding sources as the New Jersey Environmental Infrastructure Trust 
(NJEIT) and the EB-5 programs MUST be explored. The NJEIT should be 
immediately contacted to determine what the cost of participation would be in this 
program. The NJEIT provides no interest and low interest loans for such projects 
and this ENTIRE project, excluding the road improvements of $19,750,000, fits 
squarely within the mission of the NJEIT. This means the City (with the JCRA) would 
be seeking funding of approximately $66.0 million from the NJEIT. 
2-Federal and State grants are also an important source of financing these capital 
intensive projects. A Federal Infrastructure revolving fund has been proposed and 
received broad based bi-partisan support in the House of Representatives. 
 Congressman Malley, Maryland, is the prime sponsor.  
3- It is recommended that another federal program be explored, that may be 
advantageous to the Capital Stack: The EB-5 program (Entry Based Visa Step 5) 
which is administered by the United States Customs and Immigration Service 
(USCIS). 
4-Special legislation should be explored, especially at the federal level but also the 
state level, to obtain government financing for this Project.  
5-PPG has an active “Charity” and “Community Investment” program. Yes, they are 
paying for the environmental remediation, but asking for their sponsorship of 
certain Infrastructure improvements is reasonable. 
6- The JCRA should advocate for, and the City of Jersey City implement, an 
Infrastructure Financing Plan (IFP) utilizing the Capital Stack in Diagram 23 of this 
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Report as the basis. To be specific: The City/JCMUA would pay 36%, local 
improvements-special assessments would contribute 14%, and potential 
RAB/PILOT financing would fund the remaining 50%. In the event that RAB 
financing is not desired then local improvements-special assessments would 
contribute 64% of the IFP. 
7- Upon establishing the course of action for the assembly of land, a solicitation of 
interest (SOI) should be sought from the redevelopment community so as to receive 
feedback from these potential investors will be invaluable in guiding the 
redevelopment process. The SOI process may generate interest in redeveloping this 
area. The SOI shall be in compliance with the Redevelopment Plan. 

*   *   *   *   *   *   * 

 

 We are looking forward to presenting this IFP to the City of Jersey City in the near 
future.  
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Exhibit 1 
 

 
 
 
 

“Tax Increment Finance: A Success Driven Tool for Catalyzing 
Economic Development and Social Transformation”;  

(Toby Rittner). 
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